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Three different problems encountered in the sport of soaring will be discussed: 

First, as an introduction, the classical "Mac Cready problem", which is con

cerned with the determination of the best cruise speeds in between columns of 

rising air under cumulus clouds, will be reviewed. Next a new solution concept 

will be presented for the "optimal dolphin soaring problem". This is the pro

blem of the best (varying) speed through regions with varying vertical atmos

pheric velocities. Finally, some new ideas will be discussed which make new 

solutions possible to the "optimal zigzagging problem", which is the problem 

of whether, and if yes, how to make use of favorable regions with upwards di

rected atmospheric velocities which are present aside of the track to be flown. 
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1. Introduction 

When discussing their activities, sailplane pilots commonly make a distinction be

tween gliding and soaring: The word gliding they use for the flying with sailplanes 

through an atmosphere in which there are no vertical movements. In that situation 

the sailplane will descend slowly while using its potential energy to overcome the 

aerodynamic drag. Soaring, on the other hand,is the word glider pilots use for the 

actual sport which involves gaining altitude in regions of rising aLt and subsequently 

transforming this altitude into distance by gliding out to the next region of rising 

air. That pilot will win a soaring contest who will cover a given, mostly closed, 

circuit in the shortest time possible. 

For a given sailplane in equilibrium flight there exists a definite relationship be

tween the horizontal velocity of the sailplane and its vertical velocity relative to 

the air. This relationship provides the pilot with the option to trade altitude loss 

for speed over the descent part of his trajectory. The determination of the instanta

neous horizontal velocity which yields the highest average velocity along the course, 

taking into account the time spent for gaining altitude, is the fundamental optimi

zation problem in soaring. The three main variants of this problem, the names of 

which will be explained later, are (i) the Mac Cready problem, (ii) the dolphin 

soaring problem and (iii) the zigzagging problem. In this paper attention will be 

paid to all three problems. New results, however, will mainly be presented for the 

latter two problems. The first problem is discussed only for sake of its central role 

in the theory and at the same time as an introduction for non glider pilots. 

The determination of the solution of the three variants of the optimization problem 

in soaring has been the subject of a number of studies, almost all of which were re

ported in the special soaring and general aviation books and journals (cf. Ch. 5: List 

of references). It is felt that this situation is unfortunate since the problems may 

be of much interest to optimization specialists as practical ("class-room"-type) 

examples of simple nonlinear optimization problems with simple, nonlinear constraints 

which, as a specialty, have practically implementable solutions. 

The subdivision of the present paper is as follows: First, in Chapter 2 some attention 

will be paid to the solution of the Mac Cready problem, which together with its prac

tical implementation by means of such devices as the "Mac Cready-ring" or the "Soll

fahrt-geber" plays a central role in all optimal sailplane trajectory problems. Next, 

in Chapter 3, the "optimal-range-velocity-polar" will be introduced which can be 

looked upon as the general solution to that category of sailplane trajectory problems 

in which there is some vertical atmospheric velocity distribution given along the 

range. This includes both the Mac Cready problem and the dolphin soaring problem. As 

a practical application, the solution to a simplified cloudstreet problem is derived 

in full detail. Finally in Chapter 4, the solution will be discussed of several dif

ferent zigzagging problems. Another new concept, the "optimal-resulting~velocity 
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curve" is introduced which forms the basis of a new computing device, the "zigzag

computer", by means of which the sailplane pilot can determine the optimal solution 

in flight. 

,. 



2. The Mac CreadyJproblem, the Mac Cready <ring and the Sollfahrtgeber 

2.1. The Mac Cready problem 

In any discussion about sailplane trajectory optimization two concepts, already men

tioned in the introduction playa central role, t.w. thermals and the velocity polar. 

The word "thermal" stands for" a column of rising air which is large enough that a 

sailplane can circle in it to gain height. In summer thermals are often found under 

cumulus clouds (see figure 1). usually, as in this paper, it is assumed that the ver

tical velocity of the rising air is a constant over the whole height of the thermal. 

This also implies that the (absolute) rate of climb of a sailplane circling in the 

thermal is also constant. The word "velocity polar" stands for the graph of the re

lationship that for any sailplane in straight equilibrium flight exists between its 

horizontal and its vertical (equilibrium) velocity (see figure 2). The exact confi

guration and form of the velocity polar depends on the particular type of the sail

plane,its weight and the air density. These items however, are usually considered in

variable. In mathematical terminology the velocity polar relationship is represented 

by 

(2.1) w = w (v) 
p 

where w is the~vertical velocity of the sailplane-relative to the air and v is its 

horizontal velOCity. It ~ay be noted that in the yelocity range usually considered, 
, 

the difference between the horizontal velocity and the total velocity is so small 

that it may be neglected. 

The basic problem in sailplane trajectory optimization is the Mac Cready problem~ 

This problem is concerned with the question of how fast a sailplane should fly in 

between thermals of a given strength in order to minimize the time to fly from a pOint 

A (see figure 1) in one thermal to a point C at the same height in the next thermal. 

When it is assumed that the horizontal distance between the two thermals is L, that 

the absolute rate of climb that can be realized in the next thermal is Zth and that 

the atmosphere in between the two thermals has a constant vertical velocity u
a

' then 

in mathematical terms the Mac Cready prob~em reads 

(2.2) {
L L'ih min -+~ 

v v Zth 

This formulation is a little unusual in the sense that the inequalities for ~h and v 

are commonly not explicitly stated. When, as usual, it is assumed that they are strict

ly satisfied, then the problem reduces to the minimization of the time t ABC given by 

the expression (cf~ object function of (2.2» 

(2.3) t = 
ABC 

L 
v [ 

Zth - (wp(v) + U a )] • 

Zth 
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Differentiation of this expression with respect to v and setting the derivative 

equal to zero yields as necessary condition for an extremum of t
ABC 

the equation 

dw 
(2.4) -v d~ (v) + wp(v) + u a 

or, equivalently 

(2.5) 
dw 

- -E. (v) = 
dv 

z -
th 

(w (v) + u ) 
p a 
v 

This relation if often referred to as the Mac Cready relation. It plays a central role 

in the theory and the implementation of optimal sailplane flight trajectories. 

With respect to the Mac Cready problem a few remarks may be made: 

(i) It may be noted that the absence of the distance L in the expression implies 

that in theory the optimal solution is independent of that distance. In practice, 

the distance does playa role since it appears linearly in the altitude loss 

term -(L/v) • (w (v) + u ). This altitude loss term of course should not exceed 
p a 

the original height in point A. 

(ii) The Mac Cready relation in the form of (2.5) is the basis of a well known gra

phical approach (cf. figure 2) to the determination of the best horizontal or 

cruise velocitY'vAB from point A to B: Indeed this velocity is most easily 

found as that velpc~ty where the line through the point (O,Zth) is tangent t~ 

the absolute velocity polar, which is the earlier defined (regular-) velocity 

polar vertically translated by an amount u . (The absolute velocity polar re-
a 

presents the graph of the vertical velocities of the sailplane relative to the 

earth.) Of course, the same horizontal velocity could also have been found by 

drawing the line through the point (O,Zth - u
a

) that is tangent to the earlier 

defined regular velocity polar. 

(iii) Another result of the graphical procedure of the preceding remark is the fact 

that the average or resulting velocity v
ABC 

from A via B to C is given by the 

intersection of the tangent line with the horizontal axis. Indeed, from (2.3) 

it immediately follows that 

(2.6) v 

and that is also precisely the expression for the piece that is cut off from 

the horizontal axis (cf. figure 2). 

(iv) The optimal average or resulting velocity that is the solution of the Mac Cready 

problem in case the atmospheric velocity u in between the thermals is zero is 
a 

a well defined function of the absolute rate of climb Zth in the next thermal 

(for Zth ~ 0). It is usually called the Mac Cready travel velocity or the 



and as such denoted by 
~~~~~~~~~~~~~ 

(2.7) v . (z ) 
MCr,r th 
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(v) It is not difficult to understand that the Mac Cready relation will continue 

to represent a necessary condition for optimality when the vertical velocity 

of the atmosphere in between the thermals is not constant over the whole dis

tance, but instead piecewise constant as a function of the distance coordinate. 

A regular limiting argument may then be used to make it plausible that the 

Mac Cready relation even continues to hold as optimality condition in case the 

vertical velocity of the atmosphere is an arbitrary piecewise continuous func

tion of the distance coordinate x (0 ~ x ~ L). The optimal horizontal velocity 

history of the sailplane (as a function of the same x) will then satisfy the 

appropriately adapted general Mac Cready relation 

dw 
(2.8) -vex) d'; (v(x» + wp(v(x» + ua(x) = Zth • 

A rigorous derivation of this result is a simple exercise in the calculus of 

Variations (cf. [J-iJ). 

(vi) A very interesting special way to look at the Mac Cready problem is to consider 

it to be the problem of maximizing the horizontal resulting velocity (from A to 

C) over the broken trajectory ABC ~n the v~rtical plane. For a resulting velo-. ... . 
city of that type two related, very simpJ.e geometric properties hold that may 

be formulated as follows: 

Let ABC be a broken trajectory (cf. figure 3) and let v
AB 

be the velocity vec

tor in the direction AB and let vBC be the velocity vector in the direction BC 

then the resulting velocity vABC in the direction AC is equal to the convex 

- -combination in the direction AC of the velocity vectors vAB and vBC' 

The line in the velocity plane that connects the end points of the velocity 

vectors vAB and v
BC 

(cf. figure 3) is divided by the endpoint of the -velocity vector vABC into two pieces, the lengths of which are proportional to 

the times t BC and tAB' spent on the legs BC and ~B of the broken trajectory 

ABC. 



The proof of both properties follows in one line when the vector expression 

for v
ASC 

is written out as follows 

-tBCvBC 
t 

AB + 

(2.9) 
tAB t Bc 

vAB + vBC tAB + t BC tAB + tBC 

t BC (vBC 
v

AB
) = VAS + 

tAB + tBC 
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In the Mac Cready problem situation the vertical velocity vector vBC is assumed 

to be fixed (I~c I ;; Zth l) and to be determined is the cruise velocity vector 

;AB such that the convex combination of the vectors ;BC and ;BA in horizontal 

direction is as large as possible. As the velocity vector VAB is restricted to 

the graph of the absolute velocity polar (cf. remark (ii) and figure 2) it will 

be clear that the optimal solution is that point (= vector) on the absolute -velocity polar where the connection line in between v BC and vAB is tangent to 

the absolute velocity polar. The result is of course the graphical 

solution procedure of remark (ii) (cf. figure 3) • 

. 
It may pe noted that this geometric approach, that makes use of the idea of 

convex combinations of velocities and that for that reason is called the convex 

combinations approach, is the essential basis of the largely novel approach to 

sailplane trajection optimization problems that is presented in this paper. 

(vii) Using the convex combinations approach it is very simple to determine the solu

tion of the generalized Mac Cready problem in which problem formulation a height 

difference between point A and point C is allowed. In most cases, the 

solution to that problem will not be-different from the solution of the 

Mac Cready problem, i.e. the same cruise velocity vAB will be optimal. The only 

difference will be that the time to climb in the thermal will vary with the 

specified final height of point C (ct. figure 3). 

(viii) As a final remark it may be ThQted that horizontal wind velocities are assumed 

not to influence the optimal solution to the Mac Cready problem. The reason for 

this is that it is common practice to assume that the whole flight of the sail

plane takes places in a large volume of air that is moving with the horizontal 

wind velocity. That pilot that flies the fastest relative to this volume of 

air will also be fastestin absolute sense. Similar considerations will hold 

with respect to the other sailplane trajectory problems to be discussed in this 

paper. 
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2.2. The Mac Cready ring and the Sollfahrtgeber 

For the implementation of the optimal solution of the Mac Cready problem two analo

gous devices were developed, which both also have proven their value for the reali

zation of the solutions of other sailplane trajectory optimization problems. Both 

are esentially no more than measuring devices with which the pilot has a visual in

dication in flight of how good the Mac Cready relation (2.8) is satisfied. By adapting 

his (horizontal) speed in accordance with his readings of either of both devices, the 

pilot has the opportunity to practically satisfy the Mac Cready relation at any mo

ment. 

The idea on which both devices are based is the observation that the terms in the 

Mac Cready relation (2.8) all represent vertical velocities and that the sum of terms 

w (v(x» + u (x) is the absolute vertical velocity (relative to the earth) which is 
p a 

measured by the rate-of-climb indicator present in any sailplane. A Mac Cready ring 

is simply no more than a movable ring to be mounted around a rate-of-climb indicator 

with a linear scale (see figure 4)~ On the ring one distinctive mark is engraved, 

which serves as zero or reference mark, together with some other marks which corres

pond to "round" values of velocities to be flown: These marks are engraved in such a 

way that the tangential distance to the reference mark (in the appropriate scale of 

the rate-of-climb indicator) is equal the the vertical velocity given by the expres-
dw 

sion -v Q'; (v) (where v is the corresponding "round" value)· as sketched in figure 4. 

Operating with t~e so constructed Mac Cready ring is simple: Whenever a pilot ex

pects to realize in the next thermal an absolute rate-of-climb equal to Zth (in m/sec) 

he turns his Mac Cready ring sofar until the reference mark (see figure 4) pOints 

towards the +zth-value on the scale of the rate-of-climb indicator. Thereafter he 

adapts his speed such that he is flying precisely at the velocity towards which the 

rate-of-climb indicator is pointing on the Mac Cready ring. The result then will be 

that the Mac Cready relation will be sati,sfied: The tangential distance from the 

reference mark on the scale towards the point to which the pointer points is equal 
dw 

to vertical velocity -v(x) ~ (v(x», while the same tangential distance on the rate-

of-climb indicator is equal to z - (u (x) + w (v(x». Whenever the vertical velocity 
th a p 

u (x) of the atmosphere changes, increases for example, then the pOinter also moves a 
and the pilot has to adjust his speed so that in its new position the pointer points 

again towards the actual velocity flown. 

The disadvantage of the Mac Cready ring is that one has to compare at any moment the 

actual velocity with the velocity indicated by the pointer of the rate-of-climb indicator 

at the Mac Cready ring. This implies a simultaneous reading off of two instruments 

and such a procedure is always more difficult than the reading off of only one in

strument. The latter observation has been the motive for the development of the 

"Sollfahrtgeber" or "speed director". This is in essence a modefied rate-of-climb 

, .. 
• 
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indicator,which does not measure the absolute rate-of-climb u (x) + w (v(x» but 
~ a p 

instead the quantity -vex) --Ed (v(x» + u (x) + w (v(x». This quantity is measured 
v a p 

by superimposing in a rate-of-climb indicator on the signal for the absolute rate
dw 

of-climb a signal proportional to the equivalent vertical velocity -vex) ~ (v(x». 

This superposition can either be done mechanically or electronically. 

Operating with the Sollfahrtgeber in flight is very simple: The pilot has only to 

take care that the pOinter of the Sollfahrtgeber pOints towards the expected absolute 

rate-of-climb in the next thermal. If the pointer points to a higher value then the 

pilot should fly a little slower, if the pOinter points towards a lower value, then 

he should fly faster. 

For the use of both the Mac Cready ring and the Sollfahrtgeber the pilot should guess 

a value of the absolute rate-of-climb he expects in the next thermal. If he has guessed 

that value correctly, then he will fly optimally if he just adapts his speed according 

to the commands given by both devices. The guessed value of the absolute rate-of-climb 

more or less determines the complete further course of the flight up to the next 

thermal. In order to emphasize its importance the guessed value is given a name of 

its own and hence forth will be called the Mac Cready ring setting. Assuming that the 

sailplane pilot will always exactly follow the commands of either the Mac Cready ring 

or the Sollfahrtgeber, the optimality of the trajectory will only depend on the proper 

value of the Mac Cready ring se~ting. 
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3. The generalized dolphin soaring problem and the optimal range velocity polar 

3.1. The generalized dolphin soaring problem 

In case the vertical atmospheric velocity varies over the range the optimal strategy 

will i.n general be to fly fast through regions where the vertical atmospheric veloci

ties are directed downwards and slow where they are directed upwards. The resulting 

trajectory of the sailplane will be wavy and show some resemblance with the trajectory 

of a jumping dolphin. Due to this resemblance the flight mode during which the com

mands of the Mac Cready ring of the Sollfahrtgeber are strictly adhered to is called 

(quasi-stationary) dolEhin soaring (cf. figure 5). 

There are situations, such as in case of cloudstreets over part of the total trajec

tory, that the use of the Mac Cready ring or the Sollfahrtgeber fed with the proper 

value of the absolute rate-of-climb in the next thermal results in an altitude gain 

instead of an altitude loss. In that case no circling in the next thermal is necces

sary and the pilot might even consider to fly faster to reduce his altitude gain in 

exchange for an increase in average velocity. The classical Mac Cready theory does 

not apply any more and instead a new problem may be formulated: "How to select, in 

case the vertical atmosphere velocity u (x)varies, the in$tanteneous horizontal velo-
a 

city v(x) such that the average horizontal velocity is maximized while ending up at a 

prescribed altitude gain (or loss) If. In mathematical terms this leads to the con

strained minimization problem 

(3.1 ) 
. { rL I rL w (v (x) ) + u '(x) } 

:(iX~ )0 v ~~) J
O 

_ .... P--V-(-x-) __ a_- dx = L tan y • 

This problem is known as the Eure dolphin soaring problem. In analogy with this for

mulation, the general trajectory optimization problem may be formulated as (cf.(2.2» 

(3.2) min 
vex) 

{ iL dx 
o vex) 

+ I 
i 

llh. 
~ 

(L w (v(x» + u (x) 
I llh " + J E () a dx - L tan y 
i ~ 0 v x 

llhl." ~ 0, v. ~ v ~ v 
m~n. max } . 

This latter problem formulation (3.2) differs from the former (3.1) only through the 

assumed presence of isolated thermals at some points (not necessarily being the end

points of the range. Another way to account for these thermals is to assume that cir

cling in the thermal may be replaced, for the sake of modelling, by a straight climb 

over a distance equal to the width of the thermal. This replacement is allowed when 

at the same time the velocity polar, i.e. the relation between the vertical and the 

horizontal velocity of the sailplane,is adapted so that there is also a definite re

lationship between the vertical and the horizontal velocity of the sailplane for 

small (average) horizontal velocities. Such an extension of the velocity polar may be 

realized by assuming that the sailplane can make S-curves at the minimal sink rate or, 
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equivalently may cover a given distance by first circling at the minimal sink rate 

for some time followed by a straight flight at the minimal sink rate thereafter. By 

the convex combination property I (section 2.1) it follows then that the velocity 

vectors which correspond to average horizontal velocities of the sailplane smaller 

than the velocity for minimum rate of descent (= v . d) all lie on a straight line. ml.n 
The graph of the thus defined relationship (cf. (2.1) and figure 2) 

(3.3) 

w (v) := w (v . d) 
p P mln 

:= w (v) 
p 

for v ::; v
mind 

n 

v > v . d ml.n 

is called the extended velocity polar. 

With the concept of the extended velocity polar the general trajectory optimization 

problem may be formulated as a pure dolphin soaring problem (3.1). In that form the 

probl~ is referred to as the generalized dolphin soaring problem. It is a simple 

calculus-of-variations problem with one subsidary constraint of the isoperimetric 

type (cf. [E-l].) For the solution of such problems use can be made of the Lagrange 

multiplier technique, which in this particular case then results in a necessary con

dition for optimality (Euler-Lagrange equation) of the form 

(3.4) 
d 

dv 

W (v(x» + u (x) ] 
.\ P a 

vex) 
= 0 

or, worked out 

dw 
(3.5) -vex) ~ (v(x» + wp(v(x» + ua(X) = 1/,\ • 

In this expression .\(~ 0) is the (constant) Lagrange multiplier of the isoperimetric 

problem, the value of which should be determined from the subsidiary condition 

(3.6) i
L W (v(x» + u (x) 

p a dx=Ltany 
o vex) 

where vex) is the optimal solution that satisfies (3.5). From the similarity between 

the expressions (3.5) and (2.8) it readily follows that the unknown but constant 

Lagrange multiplier term 1/,\ may be interpreted as a constant Mac Cready ring setting. 

For the determination of the unknown value of 1/,\ use may be made of an iterative 

procedure consisting of guessing a value of 1/'\, evaluating the corresponding values 

of vex) from (3.5) and finding the corresponding altitude gain with the integral in (3.6) 

Depending on whether or not (3.6) is satisfied, the guessed value for 1/,\ is adapted 

and the iterative prooedure restarted. 

Although this iterative procedure usually converges relatively fast, the method is 

still too complicated to determine the optimal Mac Cready ring setting 1/,\ in practice 
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for any actual vertical atmospheric velocity distribution encountered. Therefore, 

optimal Mac Cready ring settings have only be evaluated for some special vertical at

mospheric velocity profiles, such as the sinusoidal distribution (cf. [K-l]) and the 

square-wave distribution (cf. [M-1]). The results thus obtained serve as a guide and 

provide an estimate for the proper Mac Cready ring setting for the more general situ-

ations in practice. 

3.2. The optimal-range-velocity polar or orv-polar 

A practical aid for the determination of the optimal Mac Cready ring setting in a 

number of practical model situations is provided by a new theoretical concept with 

the name optimal-range-velocity polar. This concept results from a slightly different 

approach to the solution of the generalized dolphin soaring problem. It follows from 

the observation that given any range [O,L] and any vertical atm~spheric velocity 

distribution, there will in general be an infinite number of horizontal velocity his

tories vex) that yield the same average horizontal velocity v over the range. This av 
observation will in particular also be true for small average velocities v if one av 
allows circling or flying S-curves in certain regions of the range. Of the velocity 

histories which yield a particular value of the average velocity, the one of most 

interest for optimization purposes> if that one which results in the smallest 

loss or altitude gain over ~he range. Equivalently, this particular velocity 

history of interest is the one that yields the largest average vertical velocity (or 

smallest descent velocity) over the range, i.e. the solution of the optimization 

problem 

(3.7) max { 
v 

av 
L 

(LWp(V(X» + 

J
O 

v (x) 

u (x) 
a dx I 

vav (L dx 

L JO v 

This problem is of the same type as the generalized dolphin soaring problem (cf. (3.1» 

i.e. a simple calculus-of-variations problem of the isoperimetric type and its solu

tion may accordingly be determined with the same (Lagrange multiplier) technique as 

discussed in section 3.1. Application of that technique to the present problem yields 

the result that the optimal velocity history vex) (for the given average velocity 

v > 0 and the given distribution u (x), x E [O,L]) satisfies the relation av a 

dW 
(3.8) -vex) d; (v(x» + wp(v(x» + ua(x) = z(v ) av 

where z(v ) is the constant Lagrange multiplier of the isoperimetric problem, the av 
value of which will in general be different for different values of the average ve-

locity v • The bar over w in this expression signifies the" use of the extended-av p 
velocity-polar relationship (3.3). The actual value of z(v ) is just as before to av 



be determined form the subsidiary condition (cf. (3.6» 

(3.9) 
v av 

L 
(L dx == 1 • 
JO vex) 
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The value of the solution of the optimization problem (3.7) i.e. the maximal average 

vertical velocity that corresponds to the given average horizontal velocity will play 

such an important role in the development to follow that it is given the special name 

...:o&P...:t...:i...:m~a...:l~v...:e...:r...:t~i...:c...:a...:l~r...:a...:n~g~e~v...:e...:l...:o...:c~i...:t~y. This optimal vertical velocity w may in principle . orv 
be determined for any value of the average horizontal velocity v > O. The formal re

av 
lation between the optimal vertical range velocity wand the average horizontal orv 
velocity v is specified by the definition 

av 

(3.10) {

V av 
w (v): = max -L orv av 

This functional relationship, the graph of which may be plotted .(cf. figure 6) in a 

way similar to the extended velocity polar is defined as the optimal-range-velocity

polar or orv-polar (for the range and vertical atmospheric velocity distribution at 

hand) • 

The orv-polar as defined by (3.10) yields the result of the use of an optimal strategy 

for any given average (horizontal) velocity. Since any optimal strategy aimed at mini

mizing the amount of time to cross the range in question always results in some aver

ag~ velocity, it readily foilows that that strategy must result in the optimal verti-' 

cal range vefocity that corresponds to that average velocity. The orv~poiar thus con

tains the results of all possible minimum time strategies. It is particular this ob

servation, which makes the orv-polar into a useful and fundamental tool in the theory 

and the practice of optimal soaring flight strategies. 

3.3. Geometric construction of orv-£olars 

Intimately related to any point of the orv-polar is the value of the Lagrange multi

plier z(v ) which determines the optimal velocity history vex), x E [O,LJJwhich proav 
duces the average horizontal velocity v and the optimal vertical range velocity . av 
worv(vav)' It turns out and that is:one of the keys to the practical usefulness of the 

orv-polar, that these z-values also playa role in. the geometric characterization of 

the or v-polar itself. To be preCise, it can be shown that as a result of the definition 

(3.10) the derivative of the orv-polar satisfies the relationship 

(3.11) 
dw orv 
dv·· 

av 
(v ) 

av = -
z(v ) - w (v) av orv av 

v av 
(v > 0) • av 

The proof of this derivative property of the or~£olar which involves no more than 

some simple algebra is given in Appendix A. At this point it is of more interest to 

remark that this derivative property implies for the orv-polar a relationship 

• 
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similar to the regular Mac Cready relation (2.8). Given an orv-polar, the optimal 

Mac Cready ring setting which produces a specific pOint of the orv-polar immediately 

follows from the geometrically interpretable expression (cf. figure 6) 

(3.12).' 
dw 

orv 
-vav dv 

av 
(v ) + w (v) 

av orv av 
z (v ). 

av 

Two points of the graph of any orv-polar are_of most interest. The first is the zero

average-velocity pOint or ZAV-point. This point lies on the vertical axis and corres

ponds to an average vertical velocity equal to the best absolute rate-of-climb z 
mr 

(mr = maximum range) that can be realized at some point of the range. The second 

point of interest is the best-straight-flight- or BSF-point, which is the pOint of 

the orv-polar that corresponds to a straight flight with a Mac Cready setting zBSF 

equal to the best achievable absolute rate-of-climb z • With the convex combination 
mr 

property I (cf. section 2.1, remark vt) it is easy to show that all points of the 

orv-polar that correspond .. to average horizontal velocities v smaller than the aver
av 

- age horizontal velocity vav,BSF (corresponding to the best straight flight pOint) lie 

on the straight line connecting the ZAV-point and the BSF-point. The expression for 

this line reads 

(3.13) w (v) 
orv av 

z 
mr 

(z 
mr 

w ) (v Iv ) 
orv,BSF av aV,BSF 

(v :s; v ) 
av av,BSF 

rh: optimal strategy that corresponds to. these points of the.ORV-polar is'called a 
-Mac Cready strategy and consists of climbing at the point where the best absolute 

rate-of-climb z can be realized,followed (or preceded) by a straight flight with a 
mr 

Mac Cready ring setting equal to that best rate-of-climb 

(3.14) z(v ) 
av 

z 
mr 

A direct consequence of the derivative property (3.11) and the concave character of 

the orv-polar (induced by the concave shape of the regular velocity polar) is that 

for average horizontal velocities larger than the average horizontal velocity 

v the Mac Cready ring setting will be larger. 
aV,BSF 

(3.15) z(v ) > z 
av mr 

( V > v ) • 
av aV,BSF 

The optimal strategy in this case is to fly straight and to follow the commands of 

the Mac Cready ring or the Sollfahrtgeber. This strategy is called the dolphin strate

gy . The best-straight-flight- or BSF-point is just the transition point for the two 

strategies. 

The two geometric properties connected with the orv-polar, i.e. the convex combina~ 

tion property I (cf. section 2.1) and the derivative property make it simple to construct 



the orv-polar that corresponds to a combination of two subsequent ranges provided 

that the individual orv-polars over each of these ranges are given: All points of the 

new orv-polar (cf. figure 7) will lie on lines that connect tangent points on the 

original orv-polars corresponding to the same Mac Cready ring setting. The ZAV- or 

zero-average-velocity point of the new orv-polar will agree of course with the larger 

of the two best absolute rates of climbs on the original ranges. The BSP-point of the 

new orv-polar lies on the connection line of the points on the original orv-polars 

where the lines through the point for the best rate of climb z on the vertical axis mr 
are tangent. The division of the interconnection line is just inversely proportional 

to the times of flight over the indiv.idual ranges (convex combination property II). 

For all pOints corresponding to the strict concave part of the new orv-polar the same 

construction rule applies. 

Besides the rule that the point of the new orv-polar corresponding to a combination 

of two subsequent ranges divides the line interconnecting the tangent points inversely 

proportional to the times of flight, there is a second interesting geometrical rule, 

that is even more useful. This is the rule (cf. figure 7) that any vertical line is 

cut by the three tangent lines (the middle of the three lines is tangent to the new 

orv-polar) into pieces that are inversely proportional to the lenghts of the two ori-

ginal ranges. This geometric ,EroJ2ert;t: of the tan2ent lines follows from some simple 
, 
geometry (cf. figure 8) • Por 

v t v av,2 L 
AE AE EP" AS av,B 2 2 

(3.16) -= -= SB • = = -'--

ED EP ED v "\ v L1 av,A av,l 

An example of the fruitful use of this geometric property of the tangent lines is 

given in the next paragraph. 

3.4. A ,Eractical application: The orv-polar and the optimal strategy for cloudstreet 

flying 

Although it is in principle possible to determine the orv-polar for any range and 

any vertical atmospheric velocity distribution, the actual calculation will in general 

be restricted to some simple models. In the real world a sailplane pilot will never 

know the exact vertical atmospheric velocity at some location before he arrives there. 

Therefore, the best that one can do is to provide the pilot some guidelines based on 

simple models and to leave it to him to ~nterpret the real situation in the light of 

his knowledge about the optimal solutions for those simple models. 

A particular model which is of much interest for the practice is the general square 

wave vertical atmospheric velocity model. Such a model with approximately apply in 

case there are cloudstreets along the course of the flight. As advocated by Reichmann 

[R-1J, this model does not necessarily satisfy the mass balance relation (i.e. the 

mass of air going up along the course does not necessarily equal the mass of air 
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going down). In reality the maneuvering of the pilot in such circumstances commonly 

tips the air mass balance into his favor. For the square wave model to be considered 

it will be assumed (see figure 9 that the range consists of two parts of length L1 

and L2 on each of which there is a constant vertical atmospheric velocity present 

(with strengths u
1 

and u
2 

where u
1 

~ u
2
). The determination of the orv-polar corres

ponding to this square wave model is relatively simple once it is observed that ··the 

the orv-polar may be thought of as the result of the synthesis of two directly avail

able orv-polar for the parts L1 and L2 of the total range. Each of these (cf. figure 

10) consists of a translation in vertical direction over u
1 

and u
2 

respectively of 

the regular extended velocity polar (cf. figure 2). 

Of much interest for practical application are plots of the Mac Cready ring settings 

for different ratios L2/L1 or, better, of L
2
/(L 1 + L

2
), which result in optimal tra

jectories with no overall height change (cf. figure 10). The procedure to construct 

such a plot for a particular combination of u
1 

and u
2 

is to first evaluate the 

"break point" that is present in plots of this type. A "break point" in this context 

is the first ratio L
2
/(L

1 
+ L

2
) for. which a Mac Cready ring setting equal to the 

best absolute rate of climb (Le. z = z ) just results in a straight flight with no 
mr 

overall height change. With the geometric property of the tangent lines this ratio 

can easily be determined geometrically. To that end the interconnection line (see 

figure lla) between the two tangent points that corresponds to the tangent lines through . . 
the point (O,z )' on the vertical axis is drawn. The intersection pOint of this in-mr . 
terconnection line with the horizontal axis is the BSF-point of the orv-polar that 

applies to the break point ratio. The break point ratio itself can thereafter be de

termined as the ratio of the line pieces that are cut off from an arbitrary vertical 

line by the two tangent lines through (O,z ) and the line through (O,z ) and the newly 
mr mr 

found BSF-point (as indicated in figure 11a). 

For all ratios L
2
/(L

1 
+ L

2
) smaller than the break point ratio, the best Mac Cready 

ring setting will be the best absolute rate of climb z and the corresponding strate-
mr 

gy will be a Mac Cready strategy. The corresponding part of the plot is accordingly 

just a horizontal line. The rest of the plot of the Mac Cready ring settings versus the 

ratio' L
2
/(L

1 
+ L2 ) may be constructed by interpolation between points (cf. figure 11b) 

which correspond. to distinct values of the Mac Cready ring settings. The value of the 

ratio L
2
/(L

1 
+ L

2
) that corresponds to a fixed value of the Mac Cready ring setting z 

may be determined in a similar way as the break point. Two tangent lines through the 

point (O,z) are drawn and tangent points on the two original orv-polars dAtermined. 

The line through the point (O,z) and the intersection pOint of the horizontal axis 

and the interconnection line of the two tangent pOints is the tangent line to the 

orv-polar that corresponds to the L
2
/(L

1 
+ L

2
) ratio. looked for. The geometric proper

ty of the tangent makes it feasible to measure the desired ratios directly from the 

graph. The corresponding strategies in this case will be dolphin strategies. 
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"'~;;, ";:j~~if:i~~' ", 
An example of,,P-l:ets of }:.he Mac,S:::r;:eady ring se.tting against the' cloudstreet ratio 

L/ (L
l 

+ L
2

) -'·tt:giVen in figuie;§&~i"';~l:~~: .. :·S~Uld be .remarked that ,the orv-polar concept 

makes it possib - sii~'i:~:~h~::J'(1p'ii6{:~~o;v!construct plots like these with no more 
.... ;J- ~1~/'< . >;.' "." .,. ".,; , ... . 

t.§}:tY~~!lt:i:'r I a ruler and a· penci 1. 
~ '.:&j~!.t·~·~t ' 

• 
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4. The zigzagging ~roblem 

4.1. Problem formulation 

In the real world clouds and cloudstreets are seldomly nicely aligned along the 

course to be flown. To the problems of how fast to fly from thermal to thermal or how 

fast to fly through a region of ~ariable vertical atmospheric velocities, there is 

added another decision problem of whether or not, and if yes how, to make use of re

gions of rising air that are located at some distance from the track to be flown or 

that extend in some direction that differs a given angle from the intended course di

rection; This problem is called the "optimal zigzagging ~roblemfl. The three main 

variants of the problem are depicted in figure 13. They concern the situations where 

there is (or are):i) one single cloud (or equivalently one thermal) at some distance 

from the track,ii) one simple cloudstreet and iii) a system of parallel cloudstreets. 

The criterion for the decision whether or not to make a detour is the time to fly 

from the starting point A (cf. figure 13) to the pOintC (at the same height above the 

track) after the detour or the resulting velocity vADC from A to C, which is the velo-.., ,r 
city that is found by dividing the distance IAcl along the track by the time of flight 

from A to C (at the same height as A). To be compared are of course the optimal resul

ting velocities in both cases, i.e. vABC,r and vAc,r' respectively, with and without 

the detour. 

The best achievable resulting velocity vAc,r in the case of no detour.was the subject 

of the theor1 presented in the preceding chapters. The determination of the best 

achievable resulting velocity vABC,r in case of a detour is somewhat more complicated 

in general as it involves a simultaneous optimization in both the horizontal and the 

vertical plane. The optimization in the horizontal plane usually concerns the location 

of either the point C (when the location of point B is given (variant i» or the point 

B (when the location of pOint C is given (variants ii) and iii»). The location of 

either of these pOints is geometrically determined by the fly-off-angle S, which is 

the angle between the two consecutive legs AB and BC of the detour (cf. figure 14). 

The optimization in the horizontal plane thus reduces to the determination of the 

optimal fly-off angle. The optimization in the vertical plane concerns for all three 

variants problems that are similar to the ones considered in the preceding chapters. 

A complicating factor is only the usual height limitation h of the point B rela-B,max 
tive to the height of the points A and C. This height limitation is of much impor-

tance for the eventual optimal solution. The optimal strategy in the vertical plane 

turns out to be fully determined by the height hB of point B relativ~ to the height 

of points A and C and the two cruise velocities vAB and vBC . (or, equivalently, , cr , cr 
the two Mac Cready ring settings) and the optimization in the vertical plane thus 

reduces to the determination of these three quantities. 
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Assuming constant vertical atmospheric velocities, the general optimal zigzagging 

problem may be phrased as follows: Given the (course) direction ~AB of the possible 

first leg AB of the detour, the precise location of either point B or point C, the 

strength of the vertical atmospheric velocities uAB and uBC' the best absolute rates 

of climb zB at point Band Zc at point C, and finally the maximum height difference 

hB at point B, then determine the optimal fly-off angle 13, the optimal cruise ,max 
velocities v

AB 
,_ and v

BC 
. and the optimal height of point B that together result 

,cr ,cr 
in the hi~hest res~lting or travel velocity vABc,r' respectively the shortest time 

to fly from point A to point C. In mathematical terms this yields two problem formu

lations, one for the case that the point B is given (variant i: figure 15) 

max [IABI cos ~AB + IABI sin ~AB cotg (13 - ~AB) ] I 

v AB,cr 

v Be,er 

*(4.1) 
v 

v 

IABI 

AB,er 

IABI 

BC,er 

[ w (vAB ) P ,er 

.• ZB 

sin rpAB 

sin (13 - ~AB) 

+ UAB 1 hB 
::; hB ::; 11 J ZB max 

r 
w (v ) + Usc 1 hn 12 BC,cr 

+ 
Zc J Zc I. 

::;; 0 

and one for the case that the point C is given (variants ii and iii: figures 20 and 25) 

min 

v 
1'.B, cr 

v 
BC,cr 

s 
(4.2) 

IAcl sin (13 - ~AB) 
vAB sin 13 ,er 

IACI sin rpAB 

Vsc sin 13 ,cr 

Il~cl sin (13 - (jlAB) 

vAB sin ,er 

IAcl sin (jlAB 

Vsc sin 13 ,er 

wp (vAB , er) + uAB jl 

zB 

w (v ) + U 1 I' BC,er BC 
Zc J 

[ 
w (vAB ) + uAB ] I' ,er 

+ 

+ 

o . 

+ 

::; h 
max 

According to these formulations the optimal zigzagging problem is a nonlinear optimi

zation problem in 4 variables with 3 inequality constraints. Due to its special linear 

appearance in the problem formulation, the optimal value of one of the variables, the 
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height hB of the point B, can immediately be determined: In case zB > Zc the optimal 

value of hB is equal to the upper limit hB,max' in case zB < Zc the optimal value of 

hB is given by the first inequality. This observation effectively reduces the problem to 

a nonlinear optimization problem in 3 variables with a nonlinear object function and 

2 nonlinear inequality constraints. 

4....2 .• The single cloud problem and the concept of relative travel velocities 

The simplest to solve of the three variants of the optimal zigzagging problem is the 

single cloud problem (variant i). From a sketch of the situation in the vertical plane 

(cf. figure 15) it can be concluded that the theory of the Mac Cready problem chapter 

(Ch. 2) is directly applicable. In view of the fact that for the subsequent best 

achievable absolute rates of climb the· inequality zB ~ Zc (cf. (3.14» holds, this 

implies in particular that there are two optimal cruise velocities, which satisfy 

the appropriate Mac Cready relations 

(4.3) -v AB,cr 

dw 
(4.4) -vBc,cr df (voc,cr) + wp (vBc,cr)· + uBC = Zc • 

For'practical purposes this result means that in line with the previous theory,the 

Mac Cready ring settings on both legs of the detour are ~espectively equal to zB and 

In comparison, the optimization in the horizontal plane is a little more complicated. 

A straight forward way to find an expression for the optimal fly-off angle is to form 

the Lagrangean function and to equate the derivative thereof to zero. This requires 

rather much work. Another much more illustrative way to determine the optimal fly-off 

angle is the geometric approach which is based on the convex combination properties 

of resulting velocities (cf. Ch. 2, section 2.1) in combination with a new concept 

Le. that of "relative travel velocities". This concept, which will be explained be

low, presents itself rather naturally whenever the.height hB of point B relative to 

point A and C is different from zero as will be seen below. 

Whenever the height hB is equal to zero, then the average velocities over the,·two 

legs AB and OC are given by the resulting velocities derived in section 2.1 (cf. (2.6) 

and (2.7» 

Z 
(4.5) 

B v (z ) v == v == AB,r zB - w (vAB ) AB,cr MCr,r B p ,cr 

Z 
B 

vMCr,r(zc) v = v == . BC,r Z - w (v
BC 

) BCi cr 
C p ,cr 

(4.6) 



The resulting velocity vABc,r over the broken trajectory will be the convex combina

tion of-these velocities vAB,r and vBC,r' From geometry (cf. figure 16) it will be 

immediately clear that,with the fly-off angle S being free to select,the·extreme va

lues of the resulting travel velocity v BC will a be located at the line through 
A ,r 

the endpoint of the velocity vector v
AB 

and tangent to the circle with as radius ,r 
the length of the velocity vector vBc,r (which is conSidered. to be independent of the 

direction). The corresponding optimal fly-off angle satisfies the relationship 

(4.7) 
vBC r 

cos S = ----,-
opt v 

AB,r 

Whenever the height difference between point B and the point A and C is not zero then 

,assuming the height difference hB positive, it will take some extra time to reach 

point B from point A, whereas, on the other hand, it will take less time to reach 

point C from point B. The actual average velocity v"'
B 

from point A to point B will 
n ,av 

decrease and the actual average velocity vBC from point B to point C will increase. 
,av 

Yet, it will be clear, that it is only advantageous to climb higher in point B as the 

absolute rate of climb there is higher than in point C. The gain in time is then rea

lized over the leg AB of the detour and not over the leg BC in contrast to what the 

actual average velocities v
AB 

and vBC would indicate. The concept of relative ,av ,av _ 
travel velocities is now introduced to remedy this discrepancy. To that end the re-

lative velocity vAB/
C 

over the ~eg AB relative to the absolute rate of cli~ i~ point 

C is defined as the quotient of the length of the leg AB divid~d by the relative time. 

tAB/C which is the real time minus the time gain (cf.figure 17) 

(4.18) 

Similarly, the relative travel velocity V
BC/C 

over the leg BC relative to the abso

lute rate of climb in point C is defined as 

{4.9} IBcl IBcl 
t BC/ C 

Since obviously the following equalities hold 

and 

tAB/C + t Bc/C 

IBcl 
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it may easily be deduced that the resulting velocity v BC over the broken trajectory 
A ,r 

ABC is as good a convex combination of the relative travel velocities v
AB

/
C 

and v
BC

/
C 

as it is a convex combination of the real average velocities v
AB 

and v
BC 

• For 
,av ,av 

(4.10) v 
ABC,r 

tAB/CVAB/C + tBC/CvBC/C 

tAB/C + t BC/ C 

This being the case, it is an interesting exercise to show that the optimal fly-off 

angle in case of a non zero height difference hB (relative to the heights of the points 

A and C) is analogously given by the relation 

(4.11) cos S t = op 

Since the resulting travel velocities v and v are equal to the relative tra-
AB,r BC,r 

vel velocities vAB/
C 

and vBC/ C as long as the height difference hB is zero, it follows 

directly that the new relation (4.11) for the optimal fly-off angle contains the old 

relation (4 •. 7) as a special case •. Relation (4.11) may therefore be considered as 

the general expression for the optimal fly-off angle. 

As a final remark before leaving the discussion of the single cloud case, it should 

be mentioned that the relative velocities can also be determined graphically as 

sketched in figure 18. Drawn there is the orv-polar over the range AB. The optimal 

average horizontal and the optimal average vertical velocity may be determined by 

intersecting the orv-polar with a line under, an ang+e equal to the flight path ~ngle 

(4.12) 

With 

(4.13) v = AB,av 

hB 
, YBC = - arctan/BCI 

w = AB,av V , BC,av w = , BC,av 

it may readely be deduced that the relative velocity on the range AB is also given by 

the expression 

(4.14) 

and,analogously, 

(4.15) 

Zc - w AB,av 
v 

AB,av 

Zc 
--.......;~--v 
z - w BC,av 
C BC ,av 
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The correctness of these expressions, which lend themselves very well for a graphical , 
construction, follows immediately from the observation that one can write 

(4.16) 

and 

(4.17) IBcl 

t + :BC 

IABI/tAB 

= 

::: 

v 
AB,av 

1 - w /z· AB,av C 

v 
BC,av 

1 .. w /z 
BC,av C 

The graphical construction also illustrates that it is quite well possible to obtain 

a relative travel velocity that is infinitely large or even negative. In the former 
6 

case the optimal fly-off angle is exactly 90 1 in the latter case the optimal fly-off 
o 

angle is larger than 90 • It may be remarked that in the latter case the endpoint of 

the resulting veloci ty vector v ABC, r does not longer lie in between the endpoints of the 

velocity vectors vAB/ C and vBC/ C but instead on the extension of that connection line. 

4.3'. The single cloudstreet problem 

A little more complicate~ to find a gene+al solution for is the second variant of the 

optimal zigzagg£ng problem, the single cloudstreet problem. For this problem it is 

assumed that the location of the point C in the horizontal plane (cf. figure 20) is 

given and that the location of point B, i.e. the point where the sailplane pilot 

should leave the cloudstr~et, is to be determined. This determination again requires 

a simultaneous optimization in the horizontal and the vertical plane. Different from . 
before, there are a number of not uncommon situations, in which this simultaneous op-

timization.cannot be decoupled into two independent optimizations in the vertical and 

the horizontal plane respectively. 

The optj~ization problem in the vertical plane resembles the square wave thermal 

problem discussed in section3.4. The problem formulation differs from the one there 

in the sense that the range starts off with a cloudstreet part instead of ending with 

it. This, however, is of no importance for the solution procedure. The complication 

in the single cloudstreet problem formulation is caused by the fact that the location 

of the point B on the range in the vertical plane or, equivalently, the relative 

length of the cloudstreet part of the range, is to be determined as a result of the 

optimization in the horizontal plane and therefore the knowledge of the average velo

cities on the legs AB and Be of the detour is required. In the usual practical situ

ation where the maximum height is reached in point B (cf. figure 21, case (d) and 

(e» these average velocities depend themselves on the location of the point B. A 

straight forward way to proceed in this situation is to derive the necessary conditions 
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for optimality in both planes and to make use of an iterative procedure to solve the 

system of equations that result. This procedure unfortunately almost prohibits exact 

optimization in most practical situations. 

The main necessary conditions for optimality in the ver:tical plane follow when the 

derivatives with respect to v Band v
BC 

of the Lagrangean function of the op-
A ,cr ,cr 

timization problem (4.2) are set equal to zero. After some rearranging this results 

in the Mac Cready relations 

dw 
(4.19) -vAB,cr d; (vAB,cr) + wp (vAB,cr) + uAB 

and 

dw 
(4.20) -vBc,cr d; (vBc,cr) + wp(vBc,cr) + uBC 

z 
opt,AB 

z 
opt,BC 

In these expressions A and ~ are nonnegative Lagrange multipliers, which in combina

tion should satisfy the relation that results when the derivatives of the Lagrange 

function with respect to hB are set equal to zero 

(4.21) 
z 

C 

The symbol V in this expression is likewise a nonnegative Lagrange multiplier which 

corresponds to the ~nequality for the height limitation in point B. The Lagrange 

multipliers A,~ and v should only then have values different from zero when the cor

responding inequality is satisfied as an equality. In practical problem formulations 

this happens with respect to A and ~ in those situations when there is no circling 

at any pOint of the legs AB and BC of the detour and with respect to u whenever the 

height limit is reached in pOint B. These considerations lead to different optimal 

Mac Cready ring settings in the following way: 

In the usual situation where the absolute rate of climb Zc under the cloud in point 

C is larger than the constant absolute rate of climb zAB under the cloudstreet along 

the leg AS the optimal Mac Cready.settings in case the height limit is not reached 

in pOint B (cf. figure 21, case (a),(b) and (c)) are given by 

(4.22a) z 
AB,opt 

z = z 
BC,opt C 

whereas the same in case the height limit is reached in point B (cf. figure 21, case 

(e)) are given by 

(4.22b) z > z 
AB,opt C 

. t 

• 

z 
BC,opt 
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In the for sailplane pilots favorable but not often occurring situation where the 

absolute rate of climb Zc under the cloud in point C is surpassed by the constant 

absolute rate of climb zAB under the cloudstreet, the optimal Mac Cready ring settings 

in case in point B the height limit is not reached (cf. figure 21, case (d» is given 

by 

(4.22c) Z = Z AB,opt AB z = z 
Beropt C 

while in case the height limit is reached in point B (cf. figure 21, case (e» the 

same are given by 

(4.22d) z > z 
AB,opt AB 

In the former of these latter two cases (i.e. when (4.22c) holds) the optimal strategy 

prescribes to use some extra circling in point B to reach the height limit under the 

cloudstreet before leaving. Thus, the height limit under the cloudstreet is reached 

in point B in three of the four different cases considered here (all cases except (4.22a». 

Given the conditions for optimality of a trajectory in the vertical plane, it requires 

an exercise in differentiation to show that for simultaneous optimality in the ~ori

zontal plane it is necessary that the same simple geometric condition on the fly-off 

angle is satisfied as derived in the preceding section (cf. (4.11» 

cos 13 t op 
vBC/ C 

vAB/ C 

The relative travel velocities v BC/ C and v
AB

/ C in this expression are given as before 

(cf. (4.15) and (4.14) by 

and 

where (cf • (4.13» 

v 
BC,av 

v AB,av 

z - w C BC,av 
v BC,av 

= 

= 

- w AB,av 

~ 
t BC 

IABI 
tAB 

w 

v 
AB,av 

BC,av 

w AB,av 

hB 
t

BC 

hB 

tAB 
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In case of no vertical atmospheric velocity on the leg BC, i.e. in case Usc = 0, then 

it is simple to show that the relative travel velocity v
SC

/ c is just equal to the 

Mac Cready travel velocity corresponding to the absolute rate of climb ze (cf. (2.7» 

(4.23) 

Unfortunately, a similar simple relation cannot be given for the other relative travel 

velocity vAB/C' Only for the case the height limit under the cloudstreet is not reach-

ed in pOint B (i.e. when z = (4.22a» a general expression can be given 
opt,AB 

(cf. figure 22) 

(4.24) 

In all other cases the average velocities v Band w
AB 

I which are the main buil-
A ,av ,av 

ding stones for the relative travel velocity v
AB

/
C 

(cf. ( 4.14», depend on the exact 

location of the point B and this location depends in turn on the relative travel ve

locity vAB/C' An iterative procedure will therefore be called for to determine the 

proper location of the pOint B and possibly the proper value of the Mac Cready ring 

setting zAB t that together satisfy the optimality conditfons in both the vertical 
lOP 

and the ho:r;izontal planes. An interesting result in this context is given in Figure 

23~ In view of the 'considerations given above it will be evident that it will be 

practically impossible to determine an exact optimal strategy in most practical si-. 
tuations. This however is no disaster for the usefulness of the theory: _The theory 

does provide for a way to determine upper and lower bounds for the parameters that 

determine the optimal strategy in the majority of the situations in actual practice. 

To be precise, for the situation where the absolute rate of climb under the cloud

street zAB is less than the expected absolute rate of climb Zc under the cloud C, it 

is possible to determine in a direct way the optimal values for the Mac Cready ring 

setting Zopt,AB and the fly-off angle Sopt for the two extreme problem situa·tions 

which correspond to values of the height limitation hB of respectively 0 and ~ 
,max 

(cf. figure 24, case I and III). The values thus obtained will at least serve as a 

good guide for the choice of the proper values in the actual situation (cf. figure 

24 case II). 

4.4. The parallelcloudstreets problem 

A situation in which the sailplane should always climb to the maximum height in point 

B is present in the case of parallel cloudstreets, the third variant of the optimal 

zigzagging problem (cf. figure 25). In fact, all climbing takes place under the 

cloudstreet. For the same reasons as discussed in the preceding section simple de

coupling of the optimization in the horizontal and the vertical will only be possible 

in some special problem situations. 
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Following the usual problem formulation the vertical atmospheric velocity is assumed 

to be the same under all subsequent cloudstreets. In that situation the optimal solu

tion will have a periodic character and therefore the analysis can be restricted to 

an elementary trajectory consisting either of a climb under the cloudstreet followed 

by a descent to the next cloudstreet or of a descent to the next cloudstreet followed 

by a climb under the next cloudstreet. Since in the latter case the height of the 

initial and final point is uniquely defined and since, as such, the problem formula

tion better fits in will the similar cloudstreet problem formulation in the preceding 

chapter, we select the latter elementary trajectory, i.e. the ectory BA'B' as 

standard trajectory. The sailplane starts at height h = hB in B, descends to h = 0 

in point A' and thereafter climbs again to h = hB in point B'. The problem to be 

solved now is to find the two cruise velocities vBA'cr and vA'B',cr' the height hB 

and the fly-off angle S such that the time necessary to fly along the broken trajec

tory BA'B' is minimized. It should be noted that the absolute rates of climb in the 

pOints B,A' and B' (and in the points in between A' and B'l have all the same numeri-. 
cal value, indicated as zAao 

The decoupling of the optimization in the horizontal and in the vertical plane not 

being possible, the solution procedure to be followed is the same as presented in the 

preceding section. First the necessary conditions for optimality are to be establish

ed, thereafter an iterative proce~ure is to be used for the solution of the resulting 

system of nonlinear equations: 

In the vertical plane the optimization proceeds in the same way as discussed in the 

preceding section. Necessary for optimality is that the following Mac Cready relations 

are satisfied (cf. (4.20) and (4.19». 

dw 
(4.25) -vBA',cr d'; (vBA',cr) + wp(vBA',cr) + uBA ' z 

BA' ,opt 

and 

dw 
(4.26) -vA'B,cr d'; (vA'B',cr) + wp(vA'B',cr) + uA'B' = 

Here A and ~ are as before nonnegative Lagrange multipliers, which have only then a 

value different from zero when the corresponding inequalities are satisfied as strict 

equalities. This will be the case in the present problem formulation when no circling 

under the cloudstreet will be required to reach the same height hB in point B' as in 

point B. Both inequalities are satisfied then as strict equalities implying that both 

A and ~ are different from zero at the same time. Differentiation of the Lagrangean 

function corresponding to the optimization problem relative to hB and setting that 
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derivative equal to zero yields (cf. (4.21» 

(4.27) 
ZAB 

z = 
BA' ,opt 1-11 

z = z A I B' ,opt opt 

A similar result applies when circling is required to get back at the initial height 

in which case 

(4.28) 

In both cases, as already discussed in the preceding chapter, there is only one 

Mac Cready ring setting for the whole elementary trajectory (cf. section 3.4). 

The optimization in the horizontal plane also proceeds in the way discussed in the 

preceding section. The basis is again the geometric approach. An ~xercise in differ

entiation of the Lagrangean function with respect to the fly-off angle S yields in a 

straightforward way as necessary condition the intuitively expected expression 

(4.29 ) cos S t op v 
A'B'/opt 

where the notation vBA'/Opt and vA'B)/Opt is used to denote the relative travel velo

cities (cf. (4.14) and (4.15» 

(4.30) v = BA'/opt 

and 

(4.31) v = A'B'/opt 

z 
________ ~o~p~t----__ ~------~ v 
Zopt - (wp(vBA',cr) + uBA ,) BA' ,cr· 

z -opt 

z 
opt 

These relative travel velocities are defined in this way relative to an absolute rate 

of climb that is actually nowhere present in reality but follows from the solution of 

the optimization problem in the vertical plane. It is of interest to note that the 

presence of a thermal with an absolute rate of climb equal to z t in the point B' 
op 

(or B) would not change the optimal solution. 

In case that circling is required to reach the maximum height in' pOint B', the opti

mal Mac Cready ring setting will be equal to the absolute rate of climb under the 

cloudstreet. If one assumes this absolute rate of climb to be equal to the sum of the 

vertical atmospheric velocity and the minimum own velocity of descent of the sail

plane 

(4.32) 
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then the relative velocity vA'B'/Opt will be infinitely lar'~e. The corresponding fly-
0 

of-f angle S twill in that case be equal to 90 . This interesting result can be made 
op 

plausible by the argument that in theory the sailplane could reach point B' from a 

whole range of points at the same height in the neighbourhood of A'. For, the assump

tion (4.32) implies that there is no difference in absolute rate of climb between the 

sailplane circling and the same sailplane flying straight at the velocity for mininlum 

rate of descent. The location of point A' under the cloudptreet being unimportant for 

the time spent under the cloudstreet to reach point B', the shortest time to fly from 

B to B' will be realized when the time from B to A' is minimized and that, in turn 

will be realized when the distance from B to A' is minimized (cf. figure 26). 

4.5. The optimal resulting velocity curve or orv-curve and the zigzag com~uter 

The necessity of an iterative procedure for the determination of the optimal 

Mac Cready ring setting z t and the optimal fly-off angle S t make it very diffi-
op op 

cult to compute the optimal solution for the parallel cloudstreet problem in practice. 

Instead a graphical solution may be determined relatively easily, that is based on 

the use of a specifically for that purpose defined, precomputed optimal-resulting_ve

locity curve or orv-curve. This curve, that can be computed for any cloudstreet with 

a constant vertical atmospheric velocity under it, is defined as the polar graph of 

the endpoints of the optimal resulting velocity vectors (cf. figure 27) that corres-
o 0 

pond to values of the cloudstreet direction angle ~AB in between 0 and 90. Its 

usefulness for practical appiications follows from three special properties of the 

straight lines. that are tangent to the curve in each point. These prbpe-rties are 

directly related to the geometric approach to the optimization in the horizontal plane 

and are direct consequences of the possibility of geometric ~onstruction of the orv

curves. The three properties referred to are (cf. figure 27): 

(i) the normal through the origin perpendicular to the tangent line makes an angle 

with the horizontal axis that is equal to the optimal fly-off angle S that 
opt 

is the solution of the parallel cloudstreet problem with the angle ~AB as 

cloudstreet angle. 

(ii) the length of the normal in (i) respresents in the appropriate scale the nomi

nal resulting (or Mac Cready) travel velocity that corresponds to a Mac Cready 

ring setting z (that is the other parameter of the solution of the parallel 
opt 

cloudstreet problem mentioned). 

(iii) the tangent line cuts from the horizontal axis a linepiece that represents in 

the appropriate scale the relative travel velocity vA'B'/Opt that forms part 

of the solution of the cloudstreet problem mentioned. 

The basis of these special properties, which can also be analytically proved,is the 

geometric construction of the optimal resulting travel velocity for a given optimal 

Mac Cready ring setting (see figure 28). The procedure for this geometric construc

tion, which actually also serves as algorithm for the computation of the orv-curv~ 

.. 
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is as follows: For a given optimal Mac Cready ring setting z t one evaluates the op 
nominal resulting velocity, the real and the relative travel velocity under the cloud-

street and the cloudstreet extension ratio (discussed in section. 3.4). Together these 

data determine the optimal resulting velocity as sketched in figure 28. For the actual 

construction use is made of the easily to be evaluated "average velocity" which is de

fined as 

(4.33) v = av 

t 'V + t 'V BA'/opt BA'/opt A'B'/oVt A'B'/opt 
t + t BA'/opt A'B'/Opt 

In terms of this average velocity the components of the velocities in the directions 

BA' and AlB' can be directly expressed as 

(4.34) 

and 

(4.35) 

t BA I /opt 
t + t BAI/opt AlB/opt 

t 
A'B'/opt 

t + t BA'/opt A'B'/opt 

v BA'/opt 

v 
A'B'/opt 

-------v 
LBA I + LA' B I av 

LA'B' 
--.;..~---- v 
LBA , + LA I B ' av 

The cloudstreet angle ~AB and the optimal resulting travel velocity vBA'B',r can there

with be constructed. Examples of orv-curves are given in figures 29 and 30. . . 
o 

For cloudstreet angles close to 90 it was found in the preced~ng section that the . . 
optimal Mac Cready ring setting was equal to the best absolute rate of. climb .under the 

o 
cloudstreet and that the optimal fly-off angle was equal to 90 • For the orv-curve 

this implies that the orv-curve in the neighbourhood of the vertical axis reduces to 

a straight line parallel to the horizontal axis at a distance equal to the nominal 

resulting velocity corresponding to that best absolute rate of climb mentioned. For 

all pOints on the straight line part of the orv-curve the optimal strategy includes 

some circling. 

The velocity at which the orv-curve reaches (or cuts) the horizontal axis is the ve

locity at which the sailplane just flies horizontally under the cloudstreet, its own 

rate of descent being cancelled by the upward vertical motion of the atmosphere under 

the ·cloudstreet. The appropriate Mac Cready ring setting that will generate this 

velocity may be found by drawing a tangent line in that point and by determining the 

distance from the origin to that tangent line and evaluating the Mac Cready ring set

ting to which corresponds the same nominal resulting velocity. 

The use of the orv-curve for the (graphical) solution of the parallel cloudstreet 

problem will be self evident. Given the appropriate orv-curve and the cloudstreet 

an~le, the optimal resulting velocity can be constructed immediately (cf. figure 31). 

The optimal Mac Cready ring setting z t and the optimal fly-off angle e t follow op op 
directly after the construction of the tangent line and the normal through the origin 
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to that tangent line. It may be noted that from a practical point of view, the use 

of the orv-curve for the solution of the parallel cloudstreet problem has the added 

advantage that situations where there is some constant w~nd from an arbitrary direc

tion can be easily handled as illustrated in Figure 32. 

To assist the sailplane pilot in flight determine the optimal strategy in case of 

(parallel)cloudstreets a special device was developed to the graphical solution 

discussed above. This special device, which was named the "zigzag computer" con

sists of four components (cf. figure 33): two circular transparant diSCS, one nontrans

parant disc with a compass rose engraved on it and a rectangular piece, all of which 

can freely rotate with to each other. The two main are the two transpa-

rant discs. On one of these two sets of orv-curves for two different configurations of 

the sailplane are engraved together with a number of circles corresponding to nominal 

resulting velocities (cf .. (2.7) ). On the other parallel lines are engraved at distances 

from the horizontal axis that correspond to the same nominal resulting velocities. 

The operation of the zigzag computer is based on the idea that through rotating the 

two main discs with to each other the geometric construction that is at the 

heart of the orv-curves concept can be realized (see figure 34). The rectangular 

transparant piece only provides the descent course direction, the compass rose disc 

gives the possibilitY.:to read off the actual course directions in flight. 

The use of the zigzag computer is not restricted to the solution of the parallel 

cloudstreets problem. It may also assist the pilot in a number of cases to determine 

approximate solutions to other zigzagging problems, such as those sketched in . 
35 (alb and c). The most difficult part of the solution of these problems in general 

is to get an estimate of the relative travel velocity vAB/C.(The relative tr.avel ve

locity vBC/ C is equal to the resulting velocity vMCr,r(zc) and circles with radii 

~oX"responding to nomiaal resulting velocities for different absolute rate of climbs are 

drawn on one of the zigzag computer discs.) In case of the single cloud problem the 

relative travel velocity vAB/
C 

is practically impossible to determine in flight when 

the pOint B is not at the same height as point A. If they are at the same height then 

it is no problem as in that case it suffices to have an estimate ot the absolute rate 

of climb in B.In"the single cloudstreet case, the relative velocity vAB/ C is easy 

to get in two situations. First, in case the point A is already at the maximum height 

and the trajectory AB is horizontal. The relative velocity vAB/ C is then given by the 

intersection of the appropriate orv-curve with the horizontal axis. Second, in case 

the maximum height is not reached in point B, in which situation (provided Zc > zBl 

the relative velocity may be determined by drawing amngent line to the appropriate 

orv-curve that corresponds to an optimal Mac Cready ring setting z Zc and deter-opt 
.mining the intersection point of this tangent with the horizontal axis (cL figure 36). 

Of course, the actual situation.in flight will never be so nice and clean as the model 

on which the zigzag computer is based. In addition the required input values such as 
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the absolute rate of climb under the next cloud will only be known at the moment that 

one arrives there. Therefore the solutions provided by the zigzag computer will never 

he exactly optimal in practice. However, the character of the real optimal solution 

will not be very different and with some experience it will certainly be possible to 

get results that are approximately optimal. The main value of a device as the zigzag 

computer lies therefore not in the direct practical application, but rather in the ex

tra insight that it provides the experienced pilot when he exercises with it at home 

for different hypothetical situations. Worked out examples of such exercises are given 

in [J-3 , part IV]. 
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Figure 11: Graphical construction of a plot of optimal Mac Cready ring settings 

as a function of the cloudstreet extension ratio L2/(L1 + L2) 
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(b): One single cloudstreet 
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Figure 13; The three main variants of the zigzagging problem 
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Figure 20a: The single cloudstreet problem in the horizontal plane 
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Figure 20b: The single cloudstreet problem in the vertical plane 
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in case of a single cloudstreet and Zc ~ zAB (cf. figure 21a,b,c) 
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Figure 25a: The parallel cloudstreets problem in the horizontal plane 

Figure 25b: The parallel cloudstreets problem in the vertical plane 
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Figure 26: Optimal zigzag trajectory in case of a large cloudstreet angle 
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Figure 27: The optimal-resulting-velocity or orv-curve for parallel cloudstreets 
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Figure 28: The graphical construction of an orv-curve 
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wing loading of 33 kg/m2 
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Figure 30: Optimal-resulting-velocity or orv-curves for a LS3-sailplane with a 

wing loading of 45 kg/m2 
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Figure 31: Example of the use of the orv-curve for the determination of the 

optimal fly-off angle and the optimal Mac Cready ring setting 

in case of paralle~ cloudstreets 
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Figure 32: Example of the use of the orv~curve for the determination of the 

optimal fly-off angle and the optimal Mac Cready ring setting in 

case of parallel cloudstreets and wind from an arbitrary direction 
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Figure 33a: Main components of the zigzag computer for a LS3-sailplane 
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Figure 33b: Auxiliary components of the zigzag computer for a LS3-sailplane 
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initial configuration 

parallel cloudstreet case (figure 35d) 

Figure 33c: The zigzag computer in assembled form 
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Figure 34 = Principle of operation of 

-
/ 

the zigzag computer: parallel 

cloudstreet case (figure 35d) 

o 

Figure 35: Problem situations that can be handled by the zigzag computer 
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single cloudstreet case (figure 35b) 
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Figure 36: Principle of operation of the zigzag computer (cont'd) 
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Figure 37: D~tails of the use of the orv-curve in case of a single 

cloudstreet (figure 35c) 
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Appendix A: Proof of the derivative property (3.11) 

In Section 3.2 tht: optimal vertical range velocity w was defined orv 
as a function of th~ average (horizontal range) velocity v as the 

av 
value of the solution of. the optimization problem (cf (3.10» 

CA. I) 
v L

J 
w (v (x»+u (x) 

== max{ ~ p p a dx 
L v (x) 

p 
o 

L 

v~v J 
o 

dx 
v (x) "" I} 

p 

In this appendix it will be shown that the derivative of this function 

w (v) with respect to its argument v is given by (3.5) orv av av 

(A.2) 
z(v ) - w (v) av orv av 

= - ------------------v av 
(v > 0) 

av 

where z(v ) 1.S the value of the constant Lagrange mUltiplier for av 
the constrained optimization problem (A. I). 

Starting point of th7 point is the observation that the definition 

(A.I) for·v > 0 is equivalent to 
~ ay 

v av w (v) == ---L max. { orv av 

L . 

J 
w (v (x»+u (x) 

p p )a dx 
v (x 

o p 

and hence also to 

(A.3) 
v 

av { 
T max 

L

J 
w (v (x»+u (x)-z 
~p __ ~p __ ~~~a_____ dx + §L 

v (x) v 
o p av 

In connection with this last expressi~n one may define the functional 

(A.3) Hv (x),z,v ] 
p av 

L

f 
W (v (x» + u (x) 

:== p p v (x) 
o p 

- z 
dx +~ 

v av 

and observe that the optimal vertical range velocity interms of this 

functional is given by 

(A.4) 
v 

BV ---L W [v (x;v ),z(v ),v ] p av av av 

l} 
v av 
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where v (x;v ) and z(v ) are the optimal velocity history and the 
p av av 

Lagrange multiplier respectively corresponding to solution of the 

optimization problem (A. I). The expression (A.4) found is no longer 

an optimization problem but instead an expression involving a functional 

which is dependent on a parameter v • Assuming smoothness - and av 
differentiability properties as usual in the calculus-of-variations 

(cf[E-i]) the expression may be differentiated following the rules of 

the calculus of variations with as result the expression 

dw 
orv ( ) = 

dv vav 
av 

1 
L ~[v (x;v ).z(v ),v J p av av av 

(A.S) 
v 

+ -!!. 
L 

L 

J 
aF av 

[ ---a (v (x;v ),z(v » ~ (XjV )dx v p av av oV av 
p av o 

L 

(J dx· - -1::....) dz zL J 
v (x;v j v ~ - ~ 

O P av av av v av 

1.n which eM 
v (XjV ) ~d (v (XjV »-w (v (x;v )-u (x)+z(v ) aF p av v p av p p"av a av 

F-<v (x; v ) ,z (v » : = -----..... Pi-----:.2-----------~--
V p av av v (x;v ) 

p p av 

In view of the optimality of the solution v (XjV ) it follows that as 
p av 

well (cf(3.8») 

aF 
~v (x;v ),z(v » = 0 
oV p av av for all x E [O,LJ 

p 

as 

L 

f dx 
v (x;v ) 

p av o 

L --= 0 v av 

So that the expression (A.S) reduces to 

dw orv 
dv av 

or with (A.4) 

I 
(v ) 

av = -L Hv (x;v )z(v ),v J 
p av av av 

z(v ) 
av 

v av 
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dw W (v )-z(v ) 
orv(v ) = orv av av 

dv av v av av 

which is precisely the relation to prove. o 
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